
Accounting Alert

elcome to our new edition of Accounting Alert – keeping you up
to date with local and international financial reporting and

accounting issues.

A New Era
New Zealand reporting entities are facing a period of enormous accounting
change following the announcement by the Accounting Standards Review
Board (ASRB) that they will be required to adopt International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) for periods beginning on or after 1 January
2007. Early adoption will be permitted as of 1 January 2005 to coincide with
requirements placed on European Union listed companies and Australian
companies.
While 2007, or even 2005, may seem some time away the implementation
of IFRS will have a significant impact on reporting entities (the Ministry of
Economic Development is to soon publish a discussion paper on what types
of entities will be ‘reporting entities’ and hence required to apply NZ IFRS).
IFRS-1: First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards
requires that the first set of financial statements issued under the IFRS
regime must appear as if they had always been presented using
international accounting requirements. For those adopting from 1 January
2007, an opening balance sheet for 1 January 2006 is necessary – in other
words the balance sheet for 31 December 2005 will need to be restated.
For entities with a December balance date which choose to adopt early an
opening balance sheet for 1 January 2004 will be required – and that date is
less than four months away!

New Zealand’s Convergence with IFRS
The programme of the Financial Reporting Standards Board of the Institute
of Chartered Accountants in New Zealand (FRSB) is to convert each IFRS
into a NZ standard with the limited introduction of additional requirements
to allow for one set of sector neutral standards for profit oriented and public
benefit reporting entities. This process is following the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) programme to establish a “stable
platform” of standards for a 1 January 2005 application date. The IASB is
currently reviewing existing international standards and making changes to
modernise them and remove unnecessary choices. In addition standards are
being developed or reviewed in new areas such as financial instruments and
share based payments.

The Time to Start is Now!
As the IASB and the FRSB work towards the establishment of the “stable
platform” of standards that will become IFRS, it is important to keep a close
watch on developments as they occur. Changes that may impact on an
entity’s profitability and net asset position will need to be clearly explained to
the users of financial statements. Changes in some of the standards will also
require entities to consider their hedging and other treasury practices,
systems requirements, human resources needs, training requirements, legal
and taxation issues.

In this issue

· IFRS 1 – First-time Adoption of
International Financial Reporting
Standards

· Recent Exposure Drafts
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Prospective Financial Information
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For more information visit:
• IASplus.com - a Deloitte website

detailing IFRS “as it happens” as
well as reporting on the current
and proposed output of the
IASB.

• Deloitte.co.nz for New Zealand
based publications including this
accounting alert.
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To build an understanding of
current IFRS, download our
third edition of IFRS in Your
Pocket at www.iasplus.com/
dttpubs/pubs.htm

IFRS-1: First-time Adoption of
International Financial
Reporting Standards

n 16 July 2003 the IASB issued the first IFRS. IFRS-1 is a guide to
adopting IFRS as seamlessly as possible and will be applicable for a
significant portion of the world’s entities on 1 January 2005, along

with the raft of other IFRSs, IASs and SICs.
The standard explains that a first time adopter is
“an entity that, for the first time, makes an explicit and unreserved statement
that its general purpose financial statements comply with IFRS.”
It also explains situations and issues that could prevent an entity from
qualifying as a first time adopter.

Transition Issues
There are a number of important issues to be considered when first
adopting IFRS. IFRS-1 highlights these issues. They include:
• An opening balance sheet must be prepared for the earliest comparative

period disclosed.
• Accounting Policies must be selected – they should be based on extant

IFRS as at the first balance date of adoption and the same policies must
be used for the opening balance sheet and throughout all periods
presented in the first IFRS financial statements.

• Derecognition of some existing assets and liabilities – some assets and
liabilities will not comply with IFRS and will therefore need to be
eliminated from the opening balance sheet. Examples include
capitalised start-up, pre-operating and pre-opening costs, training,
advertising and promotion, moving and relocation costs.

• Recognition of new assets and liabilities – some assets and liabilities
will be required to come “on balance sheet”. Specific examples include:
• derivative financial assets and liabilities including embedded

derivatives;
• defined benefit plan liabilities;
• deferred tax assets and liabilities (for example where an entity had

previously adopted the partial basis of accounting for deferred tax).
• Reclassification – items may need to be reclassified to meet IFRS

classification designations, for example the placement of treasury
stock on the balance sheet.

Exceptions
There are some exceptions to the basic measurement principle. The
exceptions fall into two categories, being optional and mandatory. These
include:

Optional
• Business combinations that occurred before the opening IFRS balance

sheet date will not necessarily need to be restated retrospectively
(however some consequential adjustments will need to be made).

• Property, plant and equipment, intangible assets, and investment
property carried under the cost model may be measured at fair value
which would then become “deemed cost” going forward.

• Employee benefit actuarial gains and losses – it is permissible to reset
any actuarial corridor under previous generally accepted accounting
practice (GAAP) to zero.
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Look out for forthcoming
Deloitte publications and
seminars to assist you in
dealing with IFRS-1.

• All accumulated translation reserves may be recognised on adoption of
IFRS which stem from the adjustments in translation of financial
statements of foreign entities, or it may deem that the cumulative
translation difference at the date of adoption was zero.

Mandatory
• Derecognition of financial assets or liabilities under previous GAAP

before 1 January 2004 can not be reversed in the opening IFRS balance
sheet.

• Information used when preparing IFRS estimates retrospectively must
only make use of inputs and assumptions that are consistent with
extant IFRS at the date of adoption.

Financial Instruments
The IASB is proposing a further change to IFRS-1 in relation to financial
instruments. Entities adopting IFRS for the first time in 2005 would not
be required to restate comparative financial statements to incorporate the
requirements of IAS-39. However these entities would need to show a
reconciliation between amounts recognised at the end of the comparative
period and those recognised under IAS-39 at the beginning of the first
IFRS period.
The hedge accounting requirements of IAS-39 in relation to
documentation etc. will need to be in place at the beginning of the first
IFRS period for 2005 adopters and at the beginning of the comparative
period for later adopters.

Disclosure Requirements
IFRS-1 stipulates some specific disclosures in the financial statements of a
first time adopter.
These include:
• Reconciliations of the equity reported under previous GAAP to equity

under IFRS both
1. at the date of the opening IFRS balance sheet, and
2. the end of the last annual period reported under the previous
GAAP;

• Reconciliation of profit or loss for the last annual period reported under
the previous GAAP to profit or loss under IFRS for the same period;

• Explanation of material adjustments that were made, in adopting IFRS
for the first time, to the balance sheet, profit and loss, and cash flow
statement;

• If errors in previous GAAP financial statements were discovered in the
course of transition to IFRS, those must be separately disclosed in the
above reconciliations;

• If the entity recognised or reversed any impairment losses in preparing
its opening IFRS balance sheet, then certain disclosures in accordance
with IAS-36 must be made;

• Certain disclosures are also required where an entity elects to adopt fair
value as deemed cost for property, plant and equipment, investment
properties or intangible assets.

Explanation of how the transition to IFRS affected the entity’s reported
financial position, financial performance and cash flows is required as
above for interim financial statements, including a reconciliation of the
entity’s equity reported in the previous interim financial report. Such
information may be provided through a cross reference to another
published document.
IFRS-1 gives further guidance on how to deal with issues such as investors
and investees having different adoption dates, and the disclosure of
selected financial data for periods before the first IFRS balance sheet.

Entities should not
underestimate the business
implications of adopting IFRS.
IFRS adoption needs to be
considered now
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Recent Exposure Drafts
he FRSB has issued five exposure drafts (ED) for comment. The

first four are the result of the review of current NZ standard and the
comparative international standard. The FRSB recommends adoption

of the international standard and has introduced additional requirements
and guidance, where necessary, to ensure they are sector neutral.
The FRSB has also issued the IASB’s ED-4: Disposal of Non-current
Assets and Presentation of Discontinued Operations for comment. The
FRSB proposes to adopt the international standard as a NZ standard with
only one addition – to clarify the date of adopting the standard. The ED is
the result of the IASB convergence project with US standards and will
replace current NZ requirements in FRS-3: Property Plant and Equipment;
FRS-9: Information to be Disclosed in Financial Statements, and SSAP-17:
Accounting for Investment Properties and Properties Intended for Sale.
The ED provides more detailed guidance than under existing standards,
but does not depart significantly from current NZ practice.

The key differences to current practice are noted as follows:

ED NZ IAS-2: Inventories
• No significant changes to current practice. Additional requirements

proposed for public benefit entities in relation to inventories acquired
for, or held for distribution at, no or nominal consideration.

ED NZ IAS-7: Cash Flow Statements
• IAS-7 encourages the use of the direct method of presenting operating

cash flows, and allows the use of the indirect method. The ED proposes
to require the use of the direct method on the face of the statement of
cash flows with a reconciliation of operating net cash flows to reported
profit (loss) after taxation in the notes to the financial statements as is
currently required in FRS-10: Statement of Cashflows.

• IAS-7 allows cash flows from interest and dividends received and paid
to be classified as either operating, investing or financing activities. The
ED requires interest and dividends paid to be classified as financing
activities, and interest and dividends received as investing activities.
This varies from the current practice of disclosing interest and
dividends received and interest paid as operating cash flows and
dividends paid as (generally) financing activities. Financial institutions
will continue to disclose interest and dividends received and interest
paid as operating cash flows.

• The ED requires a note to identify where cash flows are set off and to
provide reasons why as required in FRS-10. IAS-7 has no such
requirement.

• Separate disclosure of extraordinary items will no longer be required in
the cash flow statement in line with the proposed removal of
extraordinary items from ED IAS-1: Presentation of Financial
Statements.

• The ED encourages the disclosure of the aggregate amount of cash
flows from increases in operating capacity separately from those
required to maintain operating capacity. FRS-10 is silent on this issue.

ED NZ IAS-8: Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates
and Errors
• Voluntary changes in accounting standards are accounted for in the

current period under FRS-7: Extraordinary Items and Fundamental
Errors. IAS-8 requires voluntary changes to be applied retrospectively
(restatement of comparatives) unless an accounting standard
specifically requires otherwise, or it would require undue cost or effort.

These exposure drafts are the
beginning of the FRSB’s “stable
platform” of standards that will
become NZ IFRS from 2005.
They are based on the IASB’s
equivalent “stable platform”.
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• The effect of changes required by new standards which are issued but
not yet in effect will need to be disclosed – the date when adoption is
required, date of planned adoption, and an estimate of the effect of the
change (unless requires undue cost or effort). This is a new
requirement.

• FRS-7 requires fundamental errors to be accounted for on a
retrospective basis. IAS-8 requires the retrospective correction of all
material errors (not just fundamental errors) and the restatement of
comparatives (unless requires undue cost or effort).

ED NZ IAS-10: Events After the Balance Sheet Date
• No significant changes to current practice. IAS-10 does not address the

treatment of dividends declared prior to balance date and while
guidance is anticipated in another standard that the obliging event is
approval at
an annual shareholders’ meeting, the ED notes that in New Zealand the
declaration of a dividend by company directors (through stating that the
requirements of the solvency test are met) is usually considered an
obliging event.

Invitation to Comment ED-4: Disposal of Non-Current Assets and
Presentation of Discontinued Operations

Disposal of Non-Current Assets
• Newly acquired assets which meet the criteria as held for sale must be

measured on initial recognition at fair value less costs to sell. There are
no comparative requirements in current NZ practice.

• Non-current assets held for sale are valued at the lower of carrying value
and fair value less costs to sell. If the sale is to occur after more than a
year, the entity must measure costs at their present value. The current
NZ practice is to recognise non-current assets held for sale at the lesser
of carrying value and net realisable value.

• Non current assets held for sale must be separately disclosed on the
balance sheet – current practice requires disclosure but allows this in
the notes to the financial statements.

• Assets/liabilities disposed of together in one transaction are a “disposal
group” and measured together (including impairment). There is no
equivalent concept of “disposal group” in current practice, however
assets are required to be classified by class for valuation purposes.

• Assets and liabilities of a “disposal group” should not be offset.

Presentation of Discontinued Operations
• The ED has more detailed criteria for determining if an operation is

discontinued, and includes activities held for sale. Activities may be
classified as discontinued earlier than under FRS-9: Information to be
Disclosed in the Financial Statements.

• The ED requires discontinued activities to be disclosed on the face of
the financial statements (revenues, expenses, pre-tax profit or loss, and
related tax expense). FRS-9 has no specific requirements as to location
of the disclosure. In addition, disclosure is required of the gain/loss
recognised on remeasurement to fair value less costs of disposal, and
net cash inflows of discontinued activities (operating, investing and
financing activities). This disclosure may be made in the notes to the
financial statements.

Comment on these standards
is due to the FRSB by 30
September 2003.
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Proposed Amendment to FRS-29:
Prospective Financial Information

RS-29 was developed in order to clearly identify and separate
forecasts from projections. However, it is not clear from the current

definition how a mixture of forecast and projected information should
be labelled. It is proposed that the definition be amended to be the same as
that used in the International Standard on Auditing – ISA-810:
Examination of Prospective Financial Information. Hence, the definition
of “A Projection” is proposed to be amended to read:
“A projection” means prospective financial information prepared on the
basis of:
• Hypothetical assumptions about future events and management actions

which are not necessarily expected to take place, such as when some
entities are in a start-up phase or are considering a major change in the
nature of operations; or

• A mixture of best-estimate and hypothetical assumptions.
A consequence of the amendment will be that paragraph 4.3 which
contains commentary about the distinction between forecasts and
projections will be deleted.

Important Dates
The FRSB’s timetable is aligned to that of the
IASB. As the IASB issues standards, the FRSB
will issue them as NZ IAS or NZ IFRS having
made additions, where necessary, to ensure
the standards are sector neutral. As a result
the NZ agenda is subject to change as
deliberations of the IASB proceed.

An up to date timetable is available at
www.iasplus.com/agenda/timetabl.htm

Keep track of these important dates for
responding on Exposure Drafts to
the FRSB:

Comment Due 24 October

• ED NZ IASB 5: Insurance Contracts

Comment Due 31 October

• ED NZ IAS-1 Presentation of Financial
Statements (including comment on SIC-29
Disclosure Service Concession
Arrangements)

• ED NZ IAS-23 Borrowing Costs

• ED NZ IAS-7 Provisions, Contingent
Liabilities and Contingent Assets

All exposure drafts are available through the
Institute’s website: www.icanz.co.nz

Comment Due 30 September

• ED NZ IAS-2: Inventories

• ED NZ IAS-7: Cash Flow Statements

• ED NZ IAS-8: Accounting Policies, Changes
in Accounting Estimates and Errors

• ED NZ IAS-10: Events After the Balance
Sheet Date

• IASB ED-4: Disposal of Non-current Assets
and Presentation of Discontinued
Operations
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